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The 2021 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray's LT2 small block V8 retains its pushrod valve actuation. The roots of today's pushrod engines stretch back to the post-war years. Contemplating the advantages of ...
Tech Tidbit: Why an “Obsolete” Pushrod Engine Design is Better Than Modern Overhead Cams
LONDON - Carmakers and governments have called time on the internal combustion engine as they switch to electric but Formula One sees plenty of life in it yet as the sport races towards a zero ...
F1 sees life yet in the internal combustion engine
S.C.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Ingevity Corporation (NYSE: NGVT) today announced that it will hold a live webinar to discuss activated carbon’s runway with the internal combustion engine on April 14 ...
Ingevity announces details for upcoming webinar on activated carbon’s runway with the internal combustion engine
Leaders don’t wait to react — they begin planning and imagining possibilities. That’s what is happening in Northern New Mexico, with key voices from government, education, tribes, business and utiliti ...
Northern New Mexico charges into the EV future
People visit the 2nd World Congress on Internal Combustion Engines in Jinan, east China's Shandong Province, April 21, 2021. The 2nd World Congress on Internal Combustion Engines, themed on "Green, ...
2nd World Congress on Internal Combustion Engines held in Jinan
THE internal combustion engine began with gas as fuel, but the use of concentrated liquid fuel has determined its vast development in all fields of transport. Circumstances, too familiar to ...
Gas Fuel for the Internal Combustion Engine
However, with the right mods, it’s possible to turn one into a functioning internal combustion engine. The build starts by disassembling the compressor, which contains three double-sided pistons.
Building An Engine With An A/C Compressor
Mild hybrids, also called 48-volt mild-hybrid systems, are the least electrified version of hybrid powertrains. Designs vary from model to model, but the basic concept and construction are the same. A ...
48-Volt Mild-Hybrid System Explained
At a UAW hall in Warren, Mich., last September, then-nominee Joe Biden touted his profuse support for labor unions, calling their members "the best craftsmen and women" in the world ...
Joe Biden's support of labor unions is historic. Here's what it means
The new-generation Renault Kangoo small van will be the first vehicle to use a full-electric version of the Renault-Nissan alliance CMF-C/D platform when it is launched by the end of the year. It will ...
Renault Kangoo van to be first EV on alliance CMF-C/D platform
If engineering choices a hundred years ago had been only slightly different, we could have ended up in a world full of steam engines rather than internal combustion engines. For now, though ...
Steam Engine Replica From LEGO
A report on Californian EV owners suggests that nearly 70% of those that switched back didn't own an L2 charger .
A Fifth Of EV Owners Went Back To Gasoline Cars Due To Poor Infrastructure And Lack Of Home Charging
Lotus has confirmed the name of its upcoming sports car as the Emira, releasing along the way the first bits of information and the obligatory teaser images; the new model will debut on July 6 and ...
New Lotus Emira Teased Ahead Of July 6 Debut As Brand’s Last Gas Engine Model
The shift to EVs carries uncertainty when it comes to the fate of the engineers who have spent their careers designing internal combustion engines ... in Washington, D.C. President Joe Biden ...
GM's move to EVs will mean some jobs lost, some new jobs created
a Washington, D.C., parking garage on Wednesday ... raising questions about its role as the heir apparent to the internal combustion engine. Only a couple of days later, Toyota announced plans ...
Favoring EVs In The Energy Transition Overlooks Options
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The United Auto Workers union is calling on General Motors to pay full union wages at electric vehicle battery factories, thrusting what had been a festering conflict into the ...
Union, automakers headed for fight over battery plant wages
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The United Auto Workers union is calling on General Motors to pay full union wages at electric vehicle battery factories, thrusting what had been a festering conflict into the ...
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